
From: Matthew Freedman
7/10/2013 5:04:36 PM
Homer, Trina (/0=PG&E/OU=CORPORATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TNHC) 

'Campbell, Michael' (Michael.Campbell@cpuc.ca.gov)

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Bee:
Subject: RE: AB 327 proposed amends to July 8 version.docx 

I will review and have feedback in an hour or so.,

Matt

On Jul 10, 2013, at 4:49 PM, Homer, Trina wrote:

Matt and Mike,

Attached are proposed amendments to the legislation that we believe 
reflect the term sheet that ‘hopefully* we’ve agreed to today (I’m awaiting 

final sign off from Sempra; will advise separately when we all three are at Yes). 
In the meantime and assuming we are indeed getting to Yes, we’d like you to 
take a look at this and hopefully we can get it to Leg staff today. A couple of

notes about this:

1. This document doesn’t specifically identify the “at least two tiers” language, 
because that’s already effectively in separate statute. If you feel strongly about 

including it somewhere in here, we suggest adding section 739.9(b) and 
renumber existing (b) as (c), with the added section 739.9(b) reading as follows:

(b) The commission shall approve default non-CARE rates with at least 
two tiers, the first tier of which is the baseline rate pursuant to section

739(d)(1),

2. To incorporate today’s agreement with DRA, revise section 739.9(c) at the
relevant sentences to read:

....This section shall apply to any default rate schedule, at least one 
optional tiered rate schedule, and at least one optional time-variant rate 
schedule. This section does not require the commission to approve any 

new or expanded fixed customer charge.

Let us know your thoughts. Thanks, 
Trina
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